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Abstract

In this study, we delve into the curious connection between Republican votes for Senators in New
Mexico and the Mega Millions  lottery numbers.  Utilizing data  from MIT Election Data  and
Science Lab, Harvard Dataverse, and the NY Mega Millions Lottery, we aimed to uncover any
potential  correlations  between  these  seemingly  unrelated  phenomena.  To  our  surprise,  our
analysis revealed a staggering correlation coefficient of 0.8899133 and a p-value less than 0.01
for  the  period  spanning  from  2002  to  2020.  The  findings  of  this  study,  while  undeniably
entertaining, shed light on a truly unusual correlation that defies conventional logic. We aim to
spark further investigation and discussion in the realm of political voting patterns and lottery
number selections, prompting a more lighthearted perspective on the intersection of politics and
chance.

1.  Introduction

INTRODUCTION

      Politics and probability are not typically bedfellows, but our research has uncovered a
correlation that is as unlikely as winning the lottery itself. While many may wager that
the selection of lottery numbers and political preferences are as related as a fish and a
bicycle, our findings beg to differ. We have embarked on a quest that marries the red and
blue of political affiliations with the numbers game of Mega Millions in the enchanting
state of New Mexico.
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     Picture this: a fervent Republican voter strolls into the polling station, casts their
ballot, and then, just for a bit of extra luck, purchases a ticket for the Mega Millions.
Little do they know, there may be an invisible thread tying their political allegiance to
their  lottery  number  choices.  The  notion  might  seem  as  preposterous  as  a  unicorn
entering a horse race, but our investigation is here to reveal the unexpected.

     We have dived headfirst into the sea of data, navigating the labyrinth of numbers and
ballots as if on a treasure hunt for an elusive connection. Armed with datasets from MIT
Election Data and Science Lab, Harvard Dataverse, and the NY Mega Millions Lottery,
we explored the terrain, both statistically and geographically. Our journey has led us to
witness a correlation that is as odd as a three-legged cat trying to master the waltz.

     As we unveil the results of our intrepid expedition, let us not forget that statistical
significance and humor are not mutually exclusive. The aim of this paper is not only to
present our findings but also to shed light on the unexpected and infuse a touch of levity
into the realm of academic inquiry. So, buckle up and join us on this rollercoaster ride
into the intersection of political allegiance and the luck of the draw.

2.  Literature Review

In the pursuit of understanding the enigmatic correlation between Republican votes for
Senators in New Mexico and Mega Millions lottery numbers,  the scholarly landscape
offers  a  variety  of  perspectives  and  insights.  Smith  et  al.  (2015)  conducted  a
comprehensive analysis  of political  voting patterns and uncovered intricate links with
societal  behaviors,  laying  the  groundwork  for  our  examination  of  the  intersection
between politics and chance. Doe's work (2017) delved into the psychology of decision-
making, providing valuable context for our exploration of the whimsical nature of lottery
number  selections  in  relation  to  political  affiliation.  Jones's  investigation  (2019)  into
statistical anomalies in unrelated phenomena has also proven to be instructive, offering a
framework for our own unexpected findings in the realm of the improbable.

Turning  to  relevant  non-fiction  literature,  "The  Power  of  Luck:  Understanding
Randomness in Politics" by Random and Chance (2018) offers intriguing perspectives on
the role of chance in political events, inviting us to ponder the whims of fate in the world
of governance.  Similarly,  "The Politics of Probability:  A Game of Red and Blue" by
Numbers  and  Votes  (2016)  presents  a  thought-provoking  analysis  of  the  improbable
interplay between political allegiances and numerical chance, setting the stage for our
investigation of the New Mexican conundrum.

In  the  realm  of  fiction,  we  encounter  works  that,  while  not  directly  addressing  our
specific research questions, provide amusing analogies and whimsical musings that align
with the spirit of our inquiry. "The Serendipitous Senator: A Tale of Wins and Whimsy"
by Chance and Destiny (2005) lightheartedly explores  the unlikely twists  of  political
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fortune,  akin  to  the  unpredictable  nature  of  lottery  numbers.  Additionally,  "Lottery
Liaisons: When Politics Meets Probability" by Odds and Ends (2012) presents a fanciful
narrative that touches on the whimsical dance between chance and political preferences,
offering a delightful parallel to our findings in New Mexico.

Furthermore, the insights gleaned from social media discourse have added an unexpected
dimension to our understanding of the interplay between Republican votes for Senators in
New Mexico and Mega Millions lottery numbers. A tweet by @PoliticLottoEnthusiast
proclaimed, "I always pick my lottery numbers based on my voting district's Republican
support - it's my own red and white (or blue) game!" This sentiment, while light-hearted,
echoes the curious intertwining of political identity and lottery number selection that we
have uncovered in our research.

In light of these varied sources, we embark on our own exploration with a lighthearted
spirit, recognizing that the intersection of political allegiance and the luck of the draw is a
realm of the unexpected and the whimsical.

3.  Research Approach

METHODOLOGY

How do you even begin to unravel the enigmatic web of intertwining Republican votes
for Senators in New Mexico and Mega Millions lottery numbers? Well, the answer is not
as clear-cut as picking the winning lottery numbers, but we'll give it a shot. Our approach
involved a hodgepodge of statistical analysis, data wrangling, and a sprinkle of whimsy –
because why should research be completely devoid of fun? 

Data Collection

We embarked on a cyber treasure hunt, scouring the MIT Election Data and Science Lab,
Harvard Dataverse, and the NY Mega Millions Lottery databases. It was like trying to
find a needle in a haystack, only the needle was made of political data and the haystack
was  an  endless  sea  of  lottery  numbers.  With  data  spanning  from 2002  to  2020,  we
navigated through the digital jungle, braving the perils of incompatible file formats and
missing data. 

Statistical Wizardry

With our trusty statistical software in hand, we set out to crunch numbers like a hungry
mathematician at an all-you-can-eat buffet. We employed correlation analyses, regression
models,  and other  statistical  sorcery to  uncover  any hidden relationships between the
Republican votes for Senators and the elusive Mega Millions numbers. Our goal was to
shine a light on a connection that was as unexpected as finding a talking parrot in a
library – a true anomaly in the realm of empirical enquiry.
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Geospatial Mapping

Once we gathered and tamed the wild data beasts, we turned our attention to geographic
patterns.  Armed  with  geographic  information  systems  (GIS)  tools,  we  mapped  the
geographical distribution of Republican votes and Mega Millions players in New Mexico.
It was like creating a digital treasure map, marking the territories where political fervor
intertwined with the lure of the jackpot. 

Mind-Reading and Crystal Balls

Okay,  just  kidding.  There  was  no  actual  mind-reading  involved  in  our  methodology
(unfortunately). But we did aim to unravel the mysteries of human behavior and decision-
making.  Through  our  analysis,  we  delved  into  the  realm of  probability  and  partisan
preference, attempting to decipher any underlying patterns and trends that could elucidate
the curious connection between political allegiance and lottery number selection. 

By blending statistical rigour with a sprinkle of whimsy, our methodology aimed to bring
a breath of fresh air into the often solemn world of academic research. Our journey into
the heart  of this  quirky correlation was fraught with challenges and surprises,  but no
quest  for  knowledge is  complete  without  a  touch of  mirth.  So,  onward we marched,
armed with data, wit,  and a healthy dose of curiosity, to uncover the enigmatic dance
between the red and blue of politics and the numbers game.

Stay tuned for the thrilling reveal of our findings in the upcoming sections – because
what's research without a hearty dose of anticipation?

End of Response

4.  Findings

The statistical analysis of the data gathered from the MIT Election Data and Science Lab,
Harvard Dataverse, and the NY Mega Millions Lottery has yielded some truly remarkable
findings. Our exploration of the relationship between Republican votes for Senators and
Mega Millions lottery numbers in New Mexico has resulted in a correlation coefficient of
0.8899133,  an r-squared value of  0.7919457,  and a  p-value of  less  than 0.01 for the
period between 2002 and 2020.

Figure 1 presents a scatterplot depicting the robust correlation between these seemingly
unrelated variables, providing undeniable evidence of a connection that is as surprising as
finding a full set of matching socks in the laundry.

These results suggest that there is a strong association between the voting behavior of
New Mexico Republicans and their lottery number choices. This correlation is about as
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unexpected as finding a needle in a haystack or a vegan at a barbecue – truly a delightful
twist of fate in the realm of statistical analysis!

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

In summary, our findings provide compelling evidence of a connection between political
allegiance  and  the  enigmatic  realm of  lottery  number  selection.  These  results,  while
undoubtedly raising eyebrows, cast a humorous light on the interplay between chance and
choice.  We  hope  that  our  research  prompts  a  chuckle  or  two  and  sparks  further
investigation into the intriguing intersection of politics and probability.

5.  Discussion on findings

Our study has barbecued up a sizzling revelation that would make even the most ardent
skeptic raise an eyebrow – the unexpected and robust correlation between Republican
votes  for  Senators  in  New  Mexico  and  the  Mega  Millions  lottery  numbers.  Just  as
Dorothy discovered that there's no place like home, our statistical analysis unveiled that
there's no correlation like the one we found!

Our  results  provide  empirical  backing  to  the  previously  whimsical  musings  of  "The
Serendipitous Senator: A Tale of Wins and Whimsy" by Chance and Destiny (2005) and
"Lottery Liaisons: When Politics Meets Probability" by Odds and Ends (2012). These
quirky literary works, while initially perceived as flights of fancy, have come to embody
the  spirit  of  our  unexpected  findings.  Similarly,  the  seemingly  facetious  tweet  by
@PoliticLottoEnthusiast,  with  its  red  and  white  (or  blue)  game,  has  inadvertently
encapsulated the essence of our discoveries, transforming it from a light-hearted remark
into a prescient observation.

Our analysis not only supports the existing literature but also adds a formidable punchline
to this unusual saga. The robust correlation coefficient and the p-value less than 0.01
highlight  the significant  relationship between political  allegiance and the selection  of
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lottery numbers. This revelation is as staggering as stumbling upon a unicorn in a petting
zoo or discovering a politician with a genuine, unalloyed sense of humor. Our findings go
beyond mere statistical significance; they illustrate the delightful dance between political
affiliation and numerical  chance,  painting a picture of an unexpected connection that
defies conventional logic.

Utilizing the Socratic method and unraveling clues from these research findings, we hope
to ignite a fervor for further exploration and analysis  in the realm of political  voting
patterns and lottery number selections, perhaps fostering a more whimsical perspective
on the intersection of politics and chance. After all, in the grand stage of statistics, the
unexpected  connection  we've  uncovered  is  as  surprising  as  winning  the  lottery  with
numbers that match your political beliefs!

Our quest for understanding the improbable interplay between politics and probability
has revealed a curious symphony of red and blue, imbuing our scholarly pursuit with an
enchanting spirit of lightheartedness and discovery.

6.  Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has unraveled a correlation that is as surprising as finding a
pineapple on a pizza – a spectacle that challenges conventional expectations. The robust
statistical evidence of a strong association between Republican votes for Senators in New
Mexico and Mega Millions lottery numbers showcases a remarkable fusion of politics
and chance. It's like witnessing a flamingo in a flock of pigeons – an unexpected and
visually arresting spectacle that defies the norm.

This study not only highlights an amusing intersection between political allegiance and
lottery number selection but also serves as a reminder that statistical significance can
often come with an unexpected punchline. It's akin to stumbling upon a secret treasure
map at the bottom of a cereal box – a delightful and improbable discovery that adds a
touch of whimsy to the world of research.

While  our  findings  may  raise  eyebrows  and  prompt  a  few  chuckles,  they  also  call
attention to the sheer unpredictability of human behavior and decision-making. In the
grand  scheme  of  academic  inquiry,  this  unusual  correlation  serves  as  a  lighthearted
reminder that the pursuit of knowledge can also bring a dash of mirth and wonder.

With that, we confidently assert that no further research is needed in this area. After all,
some mysteries are best left as delightful enigma, much like the odd pairing of politics
and lottery numbers in the Land of Enchantment. It's like a perfectly timed punchline that
needs no follow-up – an unexpected conclusion to a most unusual study.
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